
Panzura FreedomTM is an intelligent hybrid cloud storage solution underpinned by Panzura CloudFSTM. 
Panzura Freedom consolidates storage, replaces legacy NAS, and enables real-time, global collaboration 
without limits. With Panzura Freedom, enterprises gain the economics, scalability, and durability of the 
cloud while achieving data center performance.
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Executive Overview
One of the key challenges in deploying cloud storage and 
centralizing capacity is managing the performance experience 
for user and machine-requested data. Latency and low-
availability can become a significant drag on cloud adoption. 
Panzura Intelligent Read Cache (IRC) and SmartCacheTM 
(pre-population and/or pinning of data) capabilities maximize 
system responsiveness to user/application data requests and 

provide local data center performance. The IRC dynamically 
and automatically manages where data is cached for maximum 
performance. SmartCache policies can ensure LAN-speed 
access to specific files regardless of their age or usage 
patterns. Best practices in managing these technologies are 
also discussed.
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Panzura Freedom NAS
Panzura Freedom NASTM is an intelligent hybrid cloud storage solution underpinned by Panzura CloudFS. Panzura CloudFS 
is the first enterprise file system purpose-built for the cloud. It was architected to meet the most demanding enterprise 
requirements and leads the industry in innovation and adoption. Panzura Freedom NAS is a software defined storage  
solution that can be deployed in any combination of on-premise virtual machines (VMs), in-cloud instances or dedicated 
hardware, to provide cloud storage to users and applications via industry-standard SMB and NFS protocols. Panzura CloudFS 
provides built-in hyper-scaling intelligence that globally delivers the benefits of extreme capacity, performance, scale, 
protection and mobility.

Panzura follows several core principles in solution design:

• Capacity should be infinite, elastic, and optimized vs legacy monolithic storage system design principles

• Data must be protected and consolidated in the cloud while also intelligently localized

• Networked storage demands ubiquitous availability, mobility and access to data

• Performance must be optimized locally at LAN-speed to meet the uncompromising expectations of both applications and 
users everywhere

• Management of storage and data must be intelligent, dynamic, and automated to support Internet-driven data growth 
and the access demands of ubiquitous mobility

• Unstructured file data will dominate users’ and applications’ demands for storage

Panzura Freedom filers support multiple tiers of storage: RAM, SSD Flash and ultra-scalable cloud storage. In addition to 
managing and optimizing data across the entire global infrastructure, the Panzura CloudFS allocates data across the global file 
system for maximum performance and responsiveness.

Logical Overview of Panzura CloudFS
1. Reads can be serviced directly from low-density RAM for the fastest 

I/O performance. Blocks are deduplicated, transient and not persistent 
across reboots.

2. Frequent reads are cached in high-density SSD based IRC for fast read 
performance. The IRC is persistent over reboots and can be rebuilt 
in the case of a local disaster utilizing cloud restore capabilities or 
automatically switched over to a High Availability filer. Local caching 
is performed at the block level enabling a more efficient caching 
algorithm over traditional file level operations.

3. All writes are acknowledged to redundant persistent local filer 
storage first. Data is then immediately deduplicated, compressed, and 
encrypted using customer loaded local keys. That data is then written 
to the configured cloud object store. Follow-on reads are serviced 
from the local cache while blocks are promoted into the IRC. When 
in the IRC, they become the primary location for read I/O. Promotion 
into the IRC does not involve physical data movement, as blocks are 
logically tagged.

4. All files are intelligently protected in the cloud after being written to 
storage locally.

5. Data blocks stored in the local cache are categorized as either hot, 
warm, or cold blocks based on access times and frequency. Cached 
blocks are evicted based on their status, cold first, then warm and 
finally hot if necessary based on available cache space locally.
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With Panzura CloudFS, a file’s block payload and its metadata are physically separated so they can independently reside in 
the cloud and on local disk. Both payload and metadata are replicated and protected in the cloud and shared with all Panzura 
instances. When files are accessed, the local metadata instance is referenced as the authoritative metadata source, which 
provides LAN-speed metadata read performance.

With Panzura’s IRC and SmartCache policies, the storage administrator can influence the location of files and blocks in the 
Panzura CloudFS to deliver global storage access at LAN-speed. IRC and SmartCache are powerful technologies that can 
provide users and applications with a "local LAN-like" experience. However, since local storage resources are shared by both 
Intelligent Read Cache (IRC) and local writes, it is important to understand how the local storage system and performance 
dimensions are affected by IRC and SmartCache policies.

Intelligent Read Cache
Panzura CloudFS utilizes a user-definable percentage of the local storage as the IRC to intelligently track hot, warm, and cold 
file block structures as they are accessed. This caching dramatically increases the I/O performance of reads by servicing them 
from local cached storage rather than from external cloud storage. The file system also buffers against variations in cloud 
availability to help maintain consistent read/write response times.

SmartCache Policies
SmartCache is a dynamically managed caching technology that allows administrators to create intelligent caching policies 
based on defined rules. SmartCache policies provide a flexible method for the storage administrator to directly manage and 
influence the performance and availability of reads for explicit types of data via specific policies. Caching policies provide two 
basic functions. The first function is pinned data. Pinned data keeps data available on local storage using flexible wildcard 
policy rules. Pinning is a forced action and executed against full files whereas IRC caching is a read-stimulated action 
executed against frequently accessed blocks within a file. Pinned data results in a 100% local read guarantee whereas IRC is 
deterministic based on previous I/O read patterns within the local disk. The second is Auto-Caching which has the system 
automatically cache data locally based on defined rules. However, auto-cached data can be evicted for requested hot data,  
if needed.

The pinned or auto-cache data is a subset of the total IRC storage tier. Pinned data is considered high-priority cached data 
that is never evicted unless authorized by the administrator, whereas auto-cached (cached based on wildcard rules) or IRC-
cached (data blocks automatically cached based on observed usage patterns) can be evicted by the system if needed to make 
space for more frequently accessed data. The balancing of pinning and IRC is delicate as a pinning rule will force data blocks 
to be logically placed inside the IRC, consuming IRC space, which may affect the IRC utilization and efficiency in ways that 
the administrator may not have considered. Because pinned policies are of the highest priority and override caching rules 
based on observed behavior, careful attention should be given to those policies so as to not consume all of the local storage 
leaving little for actual hot data. New functionality added in the 7.1 release provides an even higher degree of automated 
caching capabilities called Auto Pre-populate. If enabled, the filer will automatically pre-populate or pre-cache files based on 
ownership changes between filers in a CloudFS. This is particularly helpful in collaborative workflows where users at different 
sites are working on the same datasets. As the filer detects ownership changes between locations it will automatically cache 
data in the same directory in anticipation of user read requests on those files between sites.
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The SmartCache policy allows administrators to define wildcard based rulesets. In this way administrators can define matching 
rules for specific directories within the file system or even specific file types across the entire file system. For each defined 
rule the administrator can define caching actions for that given rule. Rule actions are as follows;

• Auto Cache: This is the standard behavior of the filer. The filer will evict blocks of a file as needed to accommodate  
new data.

• Deny: When this action is selected, the creation of files with names matching the glob expression is not allowed for that 
file system.

• Pinned: Applies a ’last out’ policy to data. It avoids evicting data unless the cache is full and new priority data is being 
ingested. Pinned data will be evicted only as a last resort after other data to maintain normal operations.

• Not Replicated: Causes the data not to be copied to the cloud. This creates an unprotected scratch or temp space and 
should be used cautiously since the data is persisted locally but considered temporary as it is not available in the case of a 
DR event.

Local Storage Usage
A portion of the local disk storage is allocated for IRC. This portion is configurable and is set to 40% by default. Over time 
and through general usage, the system dynamically populates the IRC with hot data blocks from all of the files being read 
by users. The most optimal and efficient IRC configuration is to have the IRC 100% full of hot blocks, with cold blocks being 
evicted to the cloud. In this case, a high percentage of reads are serviced directly from the IRC rather than from the cloud. 
This is the optimal caching state, but is harder to achieve the more pinning rules are added.

Blocks residing in IRC are characterized by a combination of 3 different temperature states, 2 modification states, and 2 
protections states. These are:

• Pinned – Blocks that have been pinned receive the highest priority in the IRC and are the last to be evicted, but only if 
critical write space is needed.

• Hot – Blocks frequently being accessed for reads. The goal is to have all hot blocks in the IRC.

• Warm – Blocks that were recently hot but have not been read as recently as any of the hot blocks. They will be evicted 
after cold but before any hot blocks if extra IRC space is needed.

• Cold – Blocks that have not been accessed for 30 days. These are the first blocks to be evicted when the IRC needs 
space for pinned, hot, or warm blocks. There should always be some cold blocks as this indicates that the IRC completely 
holds all pinned, hot, and warm blocks.

• Recently modified – Blocks that have been written to as part of updates to a file.

• Not modified – Blocks that have not been written.

• Protected in the cloud – Blocks that have been successfully uploaded to the cloud storage.

• Not yet cloud protected – Blocks that are pending upload the cloud.

Pinning consumes IRC space by forcing complete files into the IRC. The amount of space consumed by pinned data depends 
on the aggressiveness of the pinning policy and the number of rules. There are many objectives and use cases for pinning, 
not all of which can be documented in this paper. Pinning is a technology designed for the administrator to satisfy user or site 
needs. From a general perspective, pinning overrides the IRC’s auto-caching logic to disable eviction indefinitely for specific 
blocks. Because of this, careful attention to specific pinned rules should be given to prevent a rule that could cause thrashing 
of the local cache space (rotating eviction of data with new data due to reduced cache capacity). It is recommended that 
administrators utilize the Auto-Caching action or enable the Auto Pre-populate feature where possible.
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The following picture graphically represents how the IRC is logically divided into multiple zones. The main zones are the cold, 
warm and hot segments as classified by recent read activity. The small outsize curved bar shows how much data (as a %) 
within each zone is pinned while the main segment shows the total amount of IRC auto-cached data.
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As more data is written to the cache, it is highly unlikely that the IRC will contain “recently modified cold data,” as a recent 
read operation would have automatically changed that data to a hot or warm state. Panzura CloudFS is designed to transition 
all data into the cloud as quickly as possible. Data is always uploaded to the cloud before becoming hot, warm, or cold based 
on any recent read activity.

An important aspect of pinning is that when data is pinned, that data is only evicted from IRC if the administrator changes 
the pinning policy or space is needed for writes and all other hot, warm, and cold data has been evicted. Pinned data is 
considered high-priority IRC data. Inversely, auto-cached IRC data is treated as low-priority cache data that can be evicted 
automatically by the system as IRC space is needed for new hot data. As more pinned data consumes the IRC, the usable 
auto-cache zone is reduced, which eventually negatively affects the most frequently read data causing it to be evicted and 
then re-read continuously. Therefore aggressive policies that pin large amounts of data should be used sparingly as this could 
cause excessive local disk I/O and reduce performance.
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Ideally, most of the data that applications need should be resident in the IRC storage cache. The above diagram depicts a 
case where all of the hot and warm data is auto-cached with some cold data and some is pinned. Overall, most of the IRC 
local-disk space is being used by active data (hot+warm). The amount of cold pinned files should always be monitored as it 
indicates a pinning rule that is no longer accurate or potentially no longer needed. Those rules should be removed from  
the system.

In an inefficient configuration, the IRC could contain cold data which is 100% pinned. This is undesirable as that cold data is 
permanently locked in place and has forced out some warm auto-cache data. This could represent a system where pinned 
data is not useful to other users or applications so they are not being followed by reads.

If the majority of the data sitting in the IRC is cold, then the IRC not really being leveraged. Worse yet, improperly configured 
pinning rules can result in 100% of the cold IRC zone being consumed by permanently pinned data, making the hot and warm 
zones of the IRC very small. This state puts the performance of the system at risk if a read-storm occurs for files outside of 
the pinned zones. The system has difficulty managing such a read-storm because it tries quickly to populate the tiny hot 
and warm zones of the IRC with many blocks but the IRC evictor has to perform an excessive amount of initial pre-work to 
flush the warm and then hot IRC zone (avoiding pinned objects) and then keep up with the remaining IRC read populations 
because of the limited IRC space. This results in a very high eviction rate being associated to reads and cache thrashing, 
ultimately resulting in bad performance. In this use case, the pinning rules should be evaluated and unnecessary rules should 
be removed.

What About the Rest of the Local Storage?
The storage reserved for IRC is set to 40% of the local storage by default, but pinning has a special exemption and continues 
until 66% of local storage is consumed. This allows pinned data to overflow the nominal IRC in some situations and occupy 
more than 40% of the local storage, potentially affecting the ability to take writes in the future. This situation most frequently 
occurs when a pinning rule has been incorrectly created or is too aggressive in its wildcard scope. It can easily be overcome 
by modifying or deleting the rogue pinning rule.

As indicated, the local storage space outside of the IRC is considered the regular file system local storage queue and is used 
for termination and de-staging of local storage writes.

Since pinning policies can put pressure on local storage space outside of the IRC (i.e. storage write queue), pinning can 
negatively impact the overall system performance by reducing the system’s ability to take writes from connected clients. This 
is likely a rare situation, but if it happens the storage administrator should take immediate action.

When Should You Use Pinning and IRC?
If your use case is mostly writing data, then it is better not to configure IRC and pinning. Two common examples of this are 
data archive (90% writes) or database dumps (99% writes), where the data being written has a high probability of never being 
read after being written. In this use-case you want to maximize the local disk file system queue depth for write throughput.

If your use case involves client reads where the repeated access of the same data is required, then IRC and/or pinning should 
be configured. Increasing the IRC allocation beyond 40% is not recommended unless the I/O profile of the uses and the 
application is well understood. Examples would be a NAS setup where users access their files regularly and interactively and 
are often reading the same files every day.
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If your use case involves a specific need to guarantee local LAN-speed access at all times or availability even when the WAN 
or cloud is unavailable, then you should use pinning to cache the data permanently as high-priority data. It is recommended 
that the pinned data does not exceed 50% - 60% of your IRC space. Examples of this type of use case would be specific 
home directories or application data that need fast access on the global file system at all times.

About Panzura
Panzura is the leader in enterprise hybrid cloud NAS and cloud data management. Panzura Freedom, an intelligent hybrid 
cloud storage platform, represents a breakthrough in managing explosive growth in unstructured data, delivering data center 
performance with the economics, scalability, and durability of the cloud. Panzura CloudFS underpins Panzura Freedom 
and incorporates intelligent file services backed by 27 patents. Using Panzura, enterprises shift from legacy storage as they 
consolidate and simplify their storage into the cloud. Organizations like Milwaukee Tool, American College of Radiology, and 
Chevron use Panzura for active archive, hybrid cloud NAS, and cross-site collaboration. Please visit www.panzura.com for 
further information.

http://www.panzura.com

